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DNF Security Unveils the Falcon USS™ uniting VMS and Shared Video 

Storage into one 
  

The new release of the Falcon Unified Storage & Server (USS™) provides full 
Surveillance Consolidation in one Fault Tolerant Appliance 

 
Hayward, CA – September 16, 2010 – DNF Security, a Dynamic Network 
Factory (DNF) business unit and provider of mission-critical IP surveillance 
solutions, has released its newest edition to the Falcon Series with the Falcon 
USS™. The Falcon USS™ is DNF Security’s first appliance that combines 
video management software (VMS) and shared video storage into one 
convenient hardware appliance.  

Ideal for surveillance environments where several VMS are implemented or 
multiple edge recorders are needed in one system, the Falcon USS™ is the 
ultimate security solution that ensures total hardware utilization while 
reducing power/cooling cost as well as allocating resources to more 
demanding applications all without the additional cost of obtaining other 
hardware or server devices. Customers can allocate and load-balance a 
certain amount of cameras and hardware resources between the different 
VMS giving you higher efficiency and resource utilization; as well as 
scalability and expansion options as video storage needs increase. 

This fault-tolerant appliance comes in a convenient, space-saving 3U (USS™ 
1600wz) and 4U (USS™ 2400wz) rackmount chassis with hot-swappable 
drives and trays, redundant 1200 watt power supply and an advanced 
cooling system. 

The Falcon USS™ currently comes in two models the USS™ 1600wz and 
2400wz with maximum storage capacities of 32TB and 48TB with the latest 
in RAID technologies. Other high performance features include eight-core 64-
bit architecture, 12GB system memory, and four copper gigabit Ethernet 
connectivity ports. 

For more information about the Falcon USS™ or any of DNF Security’s 
dynamic surveillance solutions please call us at (510) 265-1122. 
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About Dynamic Network Factory 
Dynamic Network Factory (DNF) takes pride in its innovative spirit, 
engineering excellence, and broad product line.  DNF’s six business units 
focus on specific vertical markets and technologies to cover the business and 
government technology space. Since 1998, DNF has focused on delivering 
storage solutions, from direct attached storage for small business, to 
enterprise applications, networked storage, iSCSI and file servers in 
capacities from 1TB to 10TB. In 2006, DNF’s acquisition of iSCSI pioneer 
StoneFly Networks expanded its storage portfolio to include enterprise-class 
iSCSI and storage virtualization technology.  With the expertise of DNF 
Storage, DNF Systems and StoneFly, DNF Security leverages innovative 
storage and server technologies for mission-critical IP surveillance solutions.  
For more information, visit www.DNFsecurity.com or www.DNFcorp.com. 
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trademarks of Dynamic Network Factory, Inc. 
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